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NFTs: The Latest Technology Challenging Copyright Law’s Relevance Within a Decentralized System
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Non-fungible tokens (“NFTs”) redefine society’s understanding of digital ownership and transform how creators distribute original works to consumers. This unique and often misunderstood technology has the potential to yield extraordinary value for both creators and consumers. While NFTs have existed for some time now, the recent frenzy caused by several high-value sales of NFTs exposed a number of unanswered legal questions, particularly in copyright law. NFTs also raise ideological concerns over how much, if any, government oversight and regulation should exist over the “open” internet. This Note explores copyright law’s application to NFTs and seeks to address a number of unanswered copyright law questions, including who has the right to mint a copyrighted work into an NFT. This Note then seeks to address how extending application of copyright law to the decentralized system can support the ideals of a free and open internet.
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INTRODUCTION
Non-fungible tokens (“NFTs”) captured the world’s attention when a digital artist known as Beeple sold his artwork, “Everydays: The First 5000 Days,” as an NFT for $69 million.¹ Prior to expanding into NFTs, Beeple previously sold only one print of his work for $100.² After the record breaking $69 million sale, Beeple is now

² See Kastrenakes, supra note 1.
ranked among the top three most valuable living artists.\(^3\) Typically, when a consumer purchases a piece of artwork, ownership over the physical piece of art exchanges hands. However, in an NFT transaction, the buyer does not obtain ownership over the work of art by physical possession; instead, the buyer only obtains ownership of the NFT, which acts as a certificate of ownership.\(^4\) For example, the buyer of Beeple’s $69 million transaction obtained ownership solely over the NFT itself, not Beeple’s actual, physical artwork.\(^5\)

The promise of NFTs is a transformative one: NFTs redefine how society thinks of “ownership” and introduces scarcity to the internet for the first time.\(^6\) Digital information is generally, by nature, accessible to all; however, NFTs create limitations and conditions on ownership of digital content.\(^7\) NFTs have potential to democratize industries such as art, film, and music, by enabling creators to profit from their works without using a middleman or needing to sign away rights to their own work to a larger entity, such as a record label.\(^8\) However, it remains to be seen whether NFTs will ultimately maintain this utopic goal long term.\(^9\) While NFTs have existed since 2017,\(^10\) the recent frenzy caused by several high-value sales of NFTs raises a number of novel legal questions, particularly in copyright law. A non-exhaustive list of copyright concerns includes: determining the extent to which copyright laws apply to NFTs, identifying

\(^3\) Id.
\(^4\) See id.
\(^5\) Dean, supra note 1.
\(^7\) Id. (“NFTs are designed to give you something that can’t be copied: ownership of the work.”).
the parties entitled to mint a copyrighted work into an NFT, enforcing applicable rights, and understanding the intersection between contract law and copyright law. NFTs also raise ideological concerns over how much, if any, government oversight and regulation should exist over the “open” internet.

This Note seeks to examine the copyright implications of NFTs. It specifically explores: (1) copyright law’s application to NFTs; (2) challenges enforcing copyrights within NFT marketplaces; and (3) the extent to which NFTs promote the ideals of a free, open internet, or alternatively, create additional internet gatekeepers in need of regulatory control.

Part I provides NFTs’ background, explains their functionality, and discusses how they derive value. Part I then offers an overview of the current copyright regime in the United States and explores copyright’s application to NFTs. Part II illustrates the numerous legal challenges NFTs currently raise. It focuses primarily on questions raised under copyright law, including how copyright protections apply, if at all, to the specific use of minting a copyrighted work into an NFT. Part II also examines the role of contract law in enforcing such protections and examines whether NFTs promote the ideals of a free culture over the internet, or merely shift control and power from one entity to another. Part III illustrates how extending copyright protections to the use of minting supports a fundamental ambition of NFT marketplaces— incentivizing artists to create and disseminate works as NFTs.\textsuperscript{11} It concludes by addressing how NFT marketplaces can more effectively enforce rights, reducing a need for government regulation.

I. UNDERSTANDING THE NFT & COPYRIGHT LAW CONUNDRUM

NFTs offer a utopic vision for artists, where proof of ownership and originality can exist in the digital world for the first time. Unlike traditional markets for dissemination, NFTs offer opportunities for artists to forgo use of middlemen and instead, distribute directly to

consumers. Further, NFTs stand to provide digital and underrepresented artists the opportunity to generate profit from their works in the digital marketplace. Previously, the only way for some artists to disseminate works to consumers was transferring their rights to a larger entity, such as a record label. For others, disseminating creative works to consumers involved sharing a large percentage of profits with a gallery, for example, who would market and distribute the work to an interested buyer. However, NFTs now allow artists to retain rights in their works and earn royalties from secondary sales.

NFTs seemingly offer an opportunity to put control over a creative work’s distribution back into the hands of the creator. It shifts power from the hands of few into the hands of the many. NFTs were founded on ideals of redefining digital ownership and promoting a more democratic digital world. However, some argue that NFTs merely shift exclusionary control from one entity to another by creating new forms of gatekeepers and middlemen in the NFT marketplace and high-net worth buyers. For NFTs to fulfill the utopic vision to protect artists from the current necessity of signing away copyrights and ownership in a creative work, this Note argues

---

13 See id.; Bastian, supra note 8.
15 Bastian, supra note 8; Kessler, supra note 14.
16 Clark, supra note 6.
17 See Kessler, supra note 14 (discussing Bluebox, a new NFT platform used by artists, such as Taylor Bennett, who is selling seventy-five percent of the copyrights to their upcoming records to fans).
that some amount of copyright protection must exist over the creative work minted into an NFT.

A. Demystifying NFTs

As it is important to understand how and why NFTs raise copyright questions, Part I.A. of this Note provides background on NFTs, how they work, and how to conceptualize their ever-expanding influence on society. At a high level, an NFT is a digital asset that acts like a certificate of originality or authentication. This Note considers the key characteristics of NFTs: (1) non-fungibility; (2) certification of ownership; and (3) unique identification code.

1. Non-Fungibility

Fungibility is a characteristic of an asset that defines whether “items or quantities of the same or similar type are exchangeable and of equal value when transferred or utilized.” If the asset can be exchanged for an item of equal value, it is fungible. NFTs, however, are non-fungible because each token is unique and cannot be replaced or replicated. Similar to other non-fungible assets, such as baseball cards and real estate, NFTs derive value primarily from their uniqueness, scarcity, and demand. Although a digital image of a work represented by an NFT may be infinitely replicated, there can only be one token. One person’s use of the intangible image,
such as through sharing on a social media platform, does not interfere with the NFT owner’s use of their tangible asset.

2. Certificate of Originality

Beeple’s sale of his artwork titled “Everydays: The First 5000 Days” as an NFT is a prime example of how NFTs act as certificates of originality. While someone could still make a perfect digital copy of Beeple’s artwork and share it on social media without altering the work in any way, they would neither own the NFT nor the artwork itself. Only the NFT owner has the proof of ownership over the original.

A novel feature of NFTs that makes them more challenging to comprehend is that an NFT can be anything. It can represent physical or digital artwork, music, videos, sports memorabilia, documents, design patterns, and so on. Truly, there can be an NFT for any item. Today, its most popular mainstream use is for digital and physical artwork.

Even more notable is that the NFT itself does not contain the actual item—neither the original nor a copy of it. Instead, the item represented by the NFT, such as a digital artwork, exists somewhere else entirely. This is why NFTs are best understood as certificates of originality. When a buyer purchases an NFT for a digital artwork, what the purchaser really owns is a digital asset certifying that the work is the original. The NFT remains the certificate of originality, no matter how many times a JPEG of that digital artwork is

29 Id.
30 Clark, supra note 6.
31 See id.
32 Id.
35 See id.
36 See id.
downloaded or shared over the internet. Further, ownership of the NFT does not equal ownership of the underlying item. Whether a buyer holds any ownership or rights to the underlying artwork depends on the individual transaction and the marketplace used for the transaction.  

3. Unique Identification Code (Metadata)

If a buyer does not acquire the actual work represented by an NFT, what exactly is acquired? When a buyer purchases an NFT, the actual purchase consists of information, or a bit of code, known as metadata. The metadata contains instructions about how an NFT owner can access the item the NFT represents. It also contains information about the NFT’s subject matter, such as the name of the work, the artist, or a description of the work.

The NFT is tied or “linked” to the digital or physical object. Presently, NFTs fall into one of two categories: “on-chain” and “off-chain.” On-chain NFTs contain all the instructions for viewing or accessing the item it represents. Off-chain NFTs provide instructions, or a link, to a separate database where the digital file for the item is housed.

---

37 See Edward Ongweso Jr., NFT Collector Sells People’s Fursonas for $100K in Right-Click Mindset War, VICE (Nov. 18, 2021, 12:01 PM), https://www.vice.com/en/article/pkpbay/nft-collector-sells-people’s-fursonas-for-dollar100k-in-right-click-mindset-war [https://perma.cc/Y3C3-P6DN] (“[T]hat receipt lets us verify the creator and come to consensus on the original version no matter how many times it’s reproduced or remixed.”).


39 See infra notes 60–64.

40 See DeNicola, supra note 20.

41 See Morse, supra note 34.

42 See id.

43 See id.


45 See id.

46 See id.

47 See id.
a) How NFTs Work

NFTs are created through a process called “minting”48 and are traded on a blockchain.49 Blockchain technology is referred broadly as a distributed ledger.50 Put simply, blockchain technology provides a ledger to store and record data on the internet.51 The ledger, which can also be understood as a database, keeps track of the transfer of virtual currency.52 Unlike other databases and registries, the blockchain is decentralized, meaning that no one central authority controls the information.53 Instead, the responsibility for oversight and management is distributed among users within the network.54

Blockchain also serves as an irreversible, incorruptible, trustworthy, and transparent database.55 Data stored on a blockchain is visible to all participants, “creating a high level of transparency.”56 When this technology was originally created, it provided a safe and secure mechanism for transferring a unique piece of digital property from one internet user to another for the first time.57 “[B]lockchain’s

49 See DeNicola, supra note 20; Evans, supra note 22.
50 See DeNicola, supra note 20; Evans, supra note 22, at 234.
53 Clark, supra note 51.
54 Id.
Internet of value actually makes ownership of digitally scarce assets possible.\[58\]

NFTs are bought and sold in several different marketplaces, such as OpenSea.io, Rarible, and NiftyGateway, and the parties transact by way of “smart” contracts.\[59\] Although there is no universally agreed-upon definition of a smart contract, it is often simply defined as a self-executing agreement.\[60\] As related to NFTs, any reference to a “smart contract” is, in actuality, a reference to software code that is stored and runs on a blockchain.\[61\] The terms of the smart-contract agreement exist in the form of code and are self-executed upon the happening of certain pre-defined circumstances.\[62\] The creation and sale of an NFT is also governed by the terms of services in the various marketplaces. Depending on which marketplace is chosen, different terms will apply to the NFT.\[63\]

b) The Value Proposition

The popularity and mania surrounding NFTs is primarily fueled by its introduction of scarcity, by creating limitations on conditions of ownership of digital content.\[64\] Under the economic scarcity principle, people value an item more when it exists in small quantities.\[65\] However, while the NFT satisfies the scarcity, it does not create the

---

58 Evans, supra note 22, at 249.
61 Id.
63 See Gatto, supra note 59.
64 See Nguyen, supra note 18.
demand.66 Not every NFT sells for millions of dollars.67 Although several high-priced NFTs have captured the world’s attention, it is neither the price nor the potential earnings from an in-demand NFT that makes the technology valuable.68 Just like a work of art, the derivation of value differs for each NFT and between both players involved: the creator and the consumer.69

One might wonder why someone would pay millions of dollars for Beeple’s NFT when the digital artwork can be copied, downloaded, and distributed widely across the internet. In general, NFTs are innovative because they redefine society’s perception of ownership and values.70 Many NFT artists do not create artwork with the same ideals as fine artists.71 Rather, the NFT space “really values community and the identity of the artists behind the project in a way that was not nearly as important before.”72

Additionally, a creator who has not yet expanded to a digital medium may value the opportunity NFTs provide to do so without a middleman.73 Some creators derive noneconomic value from the community aspect offered by NFT marketplaces, such as facilitating artistic community and direct connections with fans.74 NFTs can be valuable for disseminating creative works to fans without giving up any rights or physical possession over work products.75 For

66 Id.
68 See Kaczynski & Kominers, supra note 11.
69 See id.
70 See Evans, supra note 22, at 249–52.
72 Id.
73 See Bastian, supra note 8.
75 See generally Morse, supra note 34.
example, at an NFT conference in New York City, renowned film producer and screen writer Quentin Tarantino announced that he minted seven NFTs—each uniquely tied to pages from his original handwritten Pulp Fiction script—to be sold at auction.76 In his speech, Tarantino stressed that no amount of money in the world could convince him to give someone the physical pages of his handwritten film script, and that he would never publicly display it in a museum.77 Instead, he was willing, for the first time, to make select copies available to consumers as NFTs, to allow them to beneficially access the script and decide how to use it, all without forfeiting his physical ownership or rights to the work.78

A creator may also derive economic value from minting and selling a work as an NFT in the form of royalties on subsequent sales.79 Of course, some may also be attracted to the high-value sales recently garnered by NFTs.80 Additionally, for the creators of the NFT marketplaces, value appears to come from attracting nontechnical people to cryptocurrency platforms.81

Separately, consumers may have both economic and noneconomic incentives to purchase an NFT. They may similarly find value in the community aspect of connecting with other fans and enthusiasts, or in the ability to claim ownership over an exclusive item (whether or not they have any ownership rights to the underlying work).82 A buyer might value the ability to view or access an item previously unavailable before NFTs and blockchain technology.83

76 Louis DeScioli, Tarantino at NFT.NYC, Quintin Tarantino, YOUTUBE (Nov. 2, 2021), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=egPjm8ysaE [https://perma.cc/L3GT-TP74].
77 Id.
80 See, e.g., Thaddeus-Johns, supra note 28; Kinsella, supra note 67.
81 See Tripathi, supra note 44.
82 See Clark, supra note 6.
83 See DeScioli, supra note 76.
Again, consider Tarantino and his decision to mint digital copies of pages from his original hand-written screenplay, which he never chose to release before. In this case, a consumer may value the NFT for the chance to view the unique, never-before-seen work, rather than deriving value over ownership of the digital asset itself.

Whatever the buyer or seller values, one thing is universal—NFTs redefine our understanding of “ownership” in a virtual world and offer creators a new digital means of dissemination. For NFTs to continue offering scarcity and profitability for artists, there is still, in fact, a need for copyright protection over creative works on the internet. This Note illustrates how affording a creator copyright protection over specific uses involved with NFT transactions does not require expanding the scope of copyright law. The remainder of this Part provides an overview of U.S. copyright law, explores the extent to which copyright protections should automatically apply to new emergent technologies, if at all, and illustrates the role contract law plays in enforcing copyright law.

B. United States Copyright Regime

The Constitution designates copyright law to “promote the Progress of Science and Useful Arts.” It does not, however, dictate authors’ degree of control. Defining the scope of copyright protection was instead left to legislators and courts, and has evolved over time with the emergence of new technologies. In the United States, today’s copyright regime is primarily grounded in utilitarian ideals. Under the dominant economic theory, copyright law seeks to achieve an optimal balance between maximizing production and wide dissemination of expressive works to consumers. This

84 Id.
85 See infra discussion accompanying notes 71–84.
86 U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
89 Landes & Posner, supra note 88; Adler, supra note 88.
derives from the idea that greater access by others to copy works of authorship prevents a creator from appropriating enough of the social value to cover the initial investment required to produce the work. When a creator has a lower chance of recouping these costs, the chance the work will be created to begin with is also decreased. From this perspective, creators who are insufficiently compensated will have fewer incentives to create a work when balanced against the cost of creating.

Congress sought to solve this problem by conferring upon a creator a bundle of limited rights to exclude others from copying their works. “Copyright converts... a nonexcludable resource into a partially excludable one in order to allow the copyright owner to internalize a substantial part of the social value of the work,” thus incentivizing creation.

However, providing creators with exclusionary control comes with the cost of interfering with the general public’s use and access to the work as a resource. Legal scholars, William Landes, a University of Chicago Law Professor and American economist, and Judge Richard Posner, a former Federal Appellate judge, summarized this trade-off: “[f]or copyright law to promote economic efficiency, its principal legal doctrines must, at least approximately, maximize the benefits from creating additional works minus both losses from limiting access and the costs of administering copyright protection.”

Today, U.S. copyright law protects “original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression.” Copyright ownership automatically vests in an author as soon as an original, creative, expression is fixed in a tangible form. A copyright grants the

---

90 Landes & Posner, supra note 88; Adler, supra note 88.
91 Landes & Posner, supra note 88; Adler, supra note 88.
92 Landes & Posner, supra note 88; Adler, supra note 88.
94 Oren Bracha & Talha Syed, Beyond Efficiency: Consequence-Sensitive Theories of Copyright, 29 BERKELEY TECH. L.J. 229, 237–38 (2014) (discussing a shift in public discourse about copyright policy from economic analysis to new normative approaches the author calls “democratic and distributive theories”).
95 Landes & Posner, supra note 88, at 326.
97 Id. §§ 102, 302.
rights holder the exclusive right to reproduce, distribute, publicly display and perform the work, and create derivative works.\textsuperscript{98} While registration is not required to gain copyright protection, registration can enhance copyright protection.\textsuperscript{99} For example, registration gives a copyright holder options to receive different forms of compensation when bringing a lawsuit.\textsuperscript{100} Additionally a certificate of registration received before or within five years after the original work was first published, constitutes prima facie evidence for the validity of a copyright.\textsuperscript{101}

Copyright law recognizes eight categories of protected subject-matters: (1) literary works; (2) musical works; (3) dramatic works; (4) pantomimes and choreographic works; (5) pictorial, graphic, and sculptural works; (6) motion pictures and other audiovisual works; (7) sound recordings; and (8) architectural works.\textsuperscript{102} Copyright does not extend to any idea, procedure, or process—only expressions.\textsuperscript{103}

While copyright law is intended to prevent copying, it does not extend to all uses of copyrighted works.\textsuperscript{104} There are limited exceptions where certain uses are permitted, such as “fair use.”\textsuperscript{105} The fair use exception permits the unauthorized use of a copyrighted work in certain circumstances for purposes such as “criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching... scholarship, or research.”\textsuperscript{106} However, absent a finding of fair use, a person is liable for copyright infringement if they infringe a copyright owner’s exclusive rights without authorization.\textsuperscript{107} This means that any person who copies, produces

\textsuperscript{98} Id. § 106.
\textsuperscript{100} 17 U.S.C. § 412.
\textsuperscript{101} Id. § 410(c).
\textsuperscript{102} Id. § 102(a).
\textsuperscript{103} Id. § 102(b).
\textsuperscript{104} Id. § 107.
\textsuperscript{105} Id. (referring to Id. § 106).
\textsuperscript{106} Id.
\textsuperscript{107} Id. § 501(a).
a derivative, publicly displays or performs, or distributes a copyrighted work has infringed on the lawful owner’s rights.108

1. The Intersection Between Contract and Copyright Law

Contract and copyright law have a symbiotic relationship.109 Consistent with contract principles, it is well understood that intellectual property rights can be transferred, released, and licensed.110 A copyright owner who wishes to voluntarily transfer all or certain rights for specific uses may do so by way of a contract.111 In an NFT transaction, it is particularly important to have a harmonious relationship between copyright and contract law.112

If an artist wishes to sell an entire music album to consumers as an NFT, the contract between the artist and the individual consumer will determine what rights, if any, the consumer has to the album. For example, if an artist wants to give the buyer the right to publicly display the album,113 the artist could include a term in the agreement that allows the buyer to exert this particular right. However, if the artist does not negotiate a separate contractual agreement over the sale of the NFT tied to the music album, then the terms and conditions of the marketplace likely control.114

2. Applying Copyright Law Principles to NFTs

On its face, an NFT itself is not likely entitled to copyright protection, because it is essentially data on a blockchain that does not fall under the existing criteria for copyright protection.115 However, the work represented by the NFT is protected. Some argue that copyright owners do not automatically retain copyright protections over their works in every new channel of distribution formed by new

108 Id.
110 Id.
112 Cf. Nimmer, supra note 109, at 832.
114 See, e.g., Gatto, supra note 59.
technologies.\textsuperscript{116} However, courts and Congress have historically identified that unlicensed distribution of a copyrighted work impairs the creator’s opportunity to employ new markets for dissemination.\textsuperscript{117} To encourage creators to participate in new modes of exploitation and promote wide dissemination, Congress afforded copyright owners control over their decision to enter new markets.\textsuperscript{118} For NFTs, courts will likely recognize that unlicensed distribution of copyrighted works as NFTs harms the creator’s opportunity to disseminate their works in this new digital market.

It is no surprise that copyright infringement is running rampant in the NFT space.\textsuperscript{119} When minting an NFT, the NFT does not automatically prove that the seller is the original creator of the item.\textsuperscript{120} Further, the mania caused by NFTs’ immensely high selling prices has produced “a new breed of opportunists who have taken to turning other people’s work into NFTs.”\textsuperscript{121}

II. LEGAL CHALLENGES RAISED BY NFTS

Part II of this Note provides an overview of three legal questions raised by NFTs under copyright law, including: (1) who has the right to mint a preexisting copyrighted work into an NFT; (2) how are copyright protections enforced; and (3) to what extent can these rights be transferred, if at all. Part II also explores the longstanding conflict between copyright law and new emergent technologies.

Two weeks following Tarantino’s announcement of his NFT auction, Miramax, the film studio that produced and owns the rights to \textit{Pulp Fiction}, filed a still-pending lawsuit against Tarantino over

\textsuperscript{116} See Ginsburg, \textit{supra} note 87.

\textsuperscript{117} See \textit{id.} at 1613.

\textsuperscript{118} See \textit{id.}

\textsuperscript{119} See, \textit{e.g.}, Schmalfeld, \textit{supra} note 38 (describing a specific instance of copyright infringement in the NFT space); see also Justin Scheck, \textit{OpenSea’s NFT Free-for-All}, \textit{Wall St. J.} (Feb. 12, 2022), \url{https://www.wsj.com/articles/opensea-nft-free-for-all-11644642042?st=ouz50qs53t03qw&reflink=article_email_share} [\url{https://perma.cc/GD2R-B98G}].

\textsuperscript{120} See Gatto, \textit{supra} note 59; Rossolillo, \textit{supra} note 48.

the tokens he created related to the film. In its complaint, the film studio argues that Tarantino directly infringed on its exclusive rights to “the motion picture Pulp Fiction[,] and all its elements in all stages of development and production,” stating that Tarantino’s limited “Reserved Rights’ under the operative agreements are far too narrow for him to unilaterally produce, market, and sell the Pulp Fiction NFTs.” Further, Miramax argues Tarantino’s Reserved Rights “do not contain any forward-looking language” and thus do not apply to any media or rights not known to them at the time the Original Rights Agreement was formed, such as NFTs.

DC Comics, which “long has allowed artists to sell original ink-and-paper drawings used in comic books,” sent notices to their comic artists, prohibiting them from selling original artwork of their characters as NFTs. These examples illustrate just two of many legal claims that are likely to arise over who has the right to create an NFT for a copyrighted work.

There are two overarching legal questions raised by NFTs: what laws apply and how are they enforced? While this Note focuses primarily on copyright law, NFTs raise a number of legal challenges that implicate additional areas of law, such as trademark law, the right of publicity, securities law, and contract law. In addition to

---

124 Id. ¶ 22.
the number of legal questions raised under copyright law—which will be addressed in subsequent sections—NFTs also raise a number of ideological issues concerning the extent to which regulation should exist over the internet.

A. Who Has the Right to Mint a Copyrighted Work Into an NFT?

For the creator who still holds the exclusive rights to their work, ownership and rights to mint and sell works as NFTs are more easily defined, especially when the work is physical or visual art.\(^\text{127}\) Often times those creators of a work are entitled to mint their original works into NFTs, sell the NFTs in a marketplace, and generate royalties.\(^\text{128}\)

Identifying who has the right to mint a copyrighted work into an NFT becomes more complicated when a creator licensed certain uses of their work or where an artist transferred their rights but retained a license for certain uses. In both scenarios, the issue becomes whether minting the work into an NFT falls within the scope of the creator’s licensing agreement or the entity to whom the creator transferred the rights. It is likely that few, if any, contracts entered into prior to the explosion of NFTs contain express terms around use of a work for NFTs. Thus, many disputes over this issue will likely depend on how the terms of the agreement are interpreted. This is the legal issue at the heart of the Miramax-Tarantino dispute.\(^\text{129}\)

In deciding to proceed with its lawsuit against Tarantino, Miramax argued that Tarantino’s sale of the NFTs “devalues” its efforts to avail itself of the NFT market and “could mislead others into believing they have the rights to pursue similar deals or offerings, when in fact Miramax holds the rights . . . .”\(^\text{130}\) Despite the

---


\(^{128}\) See id.


\(^{130}\) Alex Weprin, *Miramax Sues Quintin Tarantino Over ‘Pulp Fiction’ NFTs*, HOLLYWOOD REP. (Nov. 16, 2021, 12:00 PM), https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/
lawsuit, Tarantino plans to proceed with the sale of the NFTs, arguing that he excluded certain rights under his “Reserved Rights” clause of the agreement.\footnote{See Sophie Caraan, Quentin Tarantino Sued by Miramax Over ‘Pulp Fiction’ NFTs, HYPEBEAST (Nov. 17, 2021), https://hypebeast.com/2021/11/quentin-tarantino-sued-by-miramax-pulp-fiction-nfts [https://perma.cc/3GDD-P2Z9].} Among the many license agreements that govern the parties’ relationship, in the agreement at issue, Tarantino reserved the rights to:

- live performance, print publication (including without limitation screenplay publication, “making of” books, comic books and novelization, in audio and electronic formats as well, as applicable), interactive media, theatrical and television sequel and remake rights, and television series and spinoff rights.\footnote{Quentin Tarantino Responds to Miramax’s Lawsuit, JD SUPRA (Dec. 21, 2021), https://www.jdsupra.com/legalnews/quentin-tarantino-responds-to-miramax-s-4553794 [https://perma.cc/ZH82-PBR7].}

Thus, the issue will turn on the court’s interpretation of the contract, and whether minting copies of the screenplay falls under the language of the agreement.\footnote{Id.} This may also serve as a test for whether current copyright laws are sufficiently flexible to adjudicate the new technologies.

It remains undecided whether licensing agreements prior to the existence of NFTs will be held to apply to the designation of NFT rights. Should agreements extend to minting works into NFTs when an artist did not reasonably anticipate signing away this specific use at the time the agreement was executed? Additionally, until the courts determine who may mint a work into an NFT, joint authors may neither own nor automatically have the right, indicating a need for negotiation among the creators. These questions illustrate the complexities of identifying who among rights holders can mint a copyrighted work into an NFT. The analysis of this topic, however, is best reserved for another, more in-depth discussion.

Outside the intricacies of identifying who has the rights to mint and sell a copyrighted work as an NFT, it is easier to identify who
does not have such right: those who do not hold any copyrights to creative works. Consequently, someone who owns an original piece of physical art, but has not acquired any copyrights over the work, is not entitled to mint and sell an NFT of their physical piece of art.

B. Policing Infringement & Enforcement of Rights

Challenges to enforcing copyright protections over NFTs are not so different from the challenges that have existed since the internet’s inception. Presently, two enforcement mechanisms are available to a rights holder. The first is to issue a DMCA takedown notice to the marketplace and ask for the removal of the NFT from auction on the marketplace’s platform. The 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act (“DMCA”) was enacted to address the relationship between copyright law and new technologies and, among other restrictions, establish certain protections for online service providers for infringing users. In application, when an artist discovers their work is being sold as an NFT without permission, they file a DMCA takedown notice claiming their rights have been infringed under the law. The marketplace then removes the NFT from being sold and the seller has the option to file a DMCA claim that their work was removed by mistake or misidentification; the marketplace may decide to put it back up on their platform.

The second available mechanism is to file a suit against the infringer. While DMCA takedown notices may be useful prior to a work being sold, they are not useful after the fact. The novel and practical challenges raised by NFTs for enforcing the rights of a copyright holder arise from the volume of marketplaces where a seller can simultaneously auction an NFT, and from the buyer and seller’s
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ability to remain anonymous.\textsuperscript{141} While blockchain technology can be used to trace secondary transactions of an infringing NFT from the seller to each subsequent buyer, those parties likely transact under a pseudonym, making it nearly impossible for an artist to bring a viable claim against infringers.\textsuperscript{142} Additionally, with the volume of marketplaces and the seller’s ability to list the same infringing artwork as an NFT across a number of venues, it is much more difficult for an artist to discover all infringing uses before the work is sold.\textsuperscript{143} For example, in 2021, an infringer posing as street artist Banksy, sold $900,000 worth of NFT artworks on OpenSea, without Banksy’s permission or involvement.\textsuperscript{144} While the platform blocked the user upon learning of the infringement, the scammer still managed to keep the profits from the sale.\textsuperscript{145}

Additionally, even if a buyer can be identified, there are further questions about what remedies, if any, are available to an innocent buyer of an NFT sold by a scammer. Are they required to return the NFT to the artist? If so, must the wrongful seller reimburse the purchase? Are the unknowing buyers entitled to keep an NFT and profit from subsequent sales? The answers may be revealed once courts evaluate how copyright law applies to NFTs.

\section{C. Transfer of Ownership}

When NFTs initially gained popularity, the crypto community amplified another issue: whether a buyer of an NFT receives any exclusive rights to the underlying work. The answer is now widely established as “no.”\textsuperscript{146} Instead, “[t]he creator retains the right to control copying and distribution of the creative work, just as the creator
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did before minting the NFT.”\textsuperscript{147} Thus, when a person buys an NFT of a copyrighted work, the copyright holder retains the exclusive right.\textsuperscript{148} This is no different than when a person buys physical artwork; the artist still retains the exclusive right to reproduce, prepare derivative works, distribute copies, and publicly display the artwork.\textsuperscript{149} Generally, purchasing physical works also comes with the right to sell, distribute, and transfer the specific physical work to a subsequent owner under a longstanding principle known as the first sale doctrine.\textsuperscript{150} However, it remains unclear whether a buyer of an NFT is protected by the first sale doctrine.\textsuperscript{151}

Generally, for a creator to protect and enforce their copyright in a legitimate NFT transaction, they must rely on the contract’s construction and wording.\textsuperscript{152} Contract law plays an important role in enforcing copyright law for NFTs.\textsuperscript{153} NFTs and the blockchain on which it is recorded allow artists to program a set of contracts with the buyer governing the use of the work.\textsuperscript{154} This allows the artist to contract directly with the buyer (as opposed to using a middleman) and define what rights, if any, are transferred with the purchase.\textsuperscript{155} Additionally, NFTs are also bought and sold through third-party marketplaces with their own terms and conditions for the buyers and sellers to follow.\textsuperscript{156}

Today, there are generally three different categories of NFT marketplaces.\textsuperscript{157} The first is the virtual marketplace that offers buyers and sellers the opportunity to connect and establish a community and does not independently verify the creator or the work attached
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to an NFT. The second type of marketplace is similar, but conducts some level of verification for creators and their works. The third type offers the work from a single rights holder, such as NBA Top Shot, where people can buy and sell digital collectables of NBA moments.

While many NFT marketplaces offer artists opportunities to earn royalties from future sales, in practice, this is not a guarantee. To illustrate, when an artist sells their NFT to a buyer in one marketplace, the buyer may subsequently move the NFT to a secondary marketplace. When that buyer sells the NFT on the secondary marketplace, currently, the original seller is not able to recoup any royalties from that sale. In order for creators to obtain royalties in this scenario, interoperability across marketplaces is necessary. One solution currently being considered is using smart contract standards to contain a uniform code for programming royalties.

D. Control vs. Free Open Internet

Copyright law is often relationally framed as an attempt to restrict progress sought by the new technologies that enable exploitation of copyrighted works. As with other new and novel technologies, the application of copyright law to NFTs involves
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acknowledging whether the technology enables exclusionary control at the expense of limiting public access.  

Prior to the internet, the high cost of copying helped preserve rightsholders’ interests.  It opened new opportunities for artists to create and disseminate creative works. However, it also enabled copiers to reproduce, disseminate, and display the works at little to no cost.  Today, as soon as a creative work is released online, anyone can make near-perfect and unlimited digital copies of it and electronically distribute those copies.  As Harvard Professor Lawrence Lessig aptly noted: “an important point about copyright law is that, though designed in part to protect authors, the control it was designed to create was never to be perfect.” Copyright law was not designed to expressly grant “control,” but rather intended to afford a creator a bundle of rights over certain uses.  Ever since the internet’s inception, scholars, courts, and legislators have grappled with the extent and means of protection for intellectual property interests in a digital world. Within this discourse, many scholars seek to challenge whether copyright protections should exist at all in the digital world.

Copyright law has long been at war with technology. Advocates of weak copyright protection and broad public access “emphasize the value of low or no-cost content.” They believe that “strong rights . . . diminish the ability of subsequent parties to use part or all of the original work in their own . . . .” Much of their argument stems from the valid concern that each new technology and novel means of dissemination will also lead to new forms of control.
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And, arguably, new forms of technology may offer the creator stricter and nearly impenetrable means of control over works than are available in the physical world. For example, when a reader buys a physical copy of a book, they can read it as many times as they want, lend it to a friend, and display it on a shelf. However, when a reader downloads a digital book, there may be software that regulates how often they read the book or whether they can send it to a friend. On the other hand, rights enhancers strive to focus on “preserving strong support and incentives for creative work[s],” and preserving innovation with strong intellectual property rights.

When Satoshi Nakomoto invented the Bitcoin blockchain, Nakomoto envisioned a goal to make a “decentralized value-transfer system, shared across the world and virtually free to use.” Nakomoto’s vision for the technology is to empower individuals to control their own assets in order to reduce control by governments and powerful intermediaries. In contrast to the previous peer-to-peer technologies, which enabled copies of creative works to be widely distributed, NFTs and the blockchain make it possible to own a scarce, digital item.

NFTs introduce a new type of relationship between a creator and a consumer. By introducing the concept of owning a scarce, digital item into the internet, NFTs redefine society’s perception of ownership and exclusivity over the internet. Similar to Nakomoto’s vision for the Bitcoin blockchain, many believe that NFTs can “democratize art” by removing the barriers that currently prevent artists from directly profiting from their works.
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over the internet, NFTs also offer artists more control over the dissemination of their works.

While the copyright holder’s ability to exert control over the internet may seem exactly like the concerns expressed by advocates of weak copyright protections over the internet,\(^\text{188}\) in effect this is not the case. The unique application of copyright law to NFTs does not necessarily cause greater exclusion of public access to works. For example, providing an artist with copyright protection from the unauthorized dissemination of an infringing NFT does not necessitate excluding public access to digital copies over the internet. It is still possible for users to make exact copies of a digital work and share on social media. Instead, it merely allows the artist to profit from that work by identifying the “original” and assigning ownership to it.\(^\text{189}\)

Potentially threatening the vision for a more democratic internet, an artist can determine the contractual terms of an NFT sale.\(^\text{190}\) On one hand, this may be a deserved and welcomed power shift to the artist; on the other hand, it opens the door for a creator to implement inflexible contractual restraints on the buyer’s use of the work.\(^\text{191}\) However, an artist’s ability to control what, if any, copyrights a buyer receives upon purchasing a creative work, is no different than the copyright implications that existed prior to NFTs.

NFTs have the potential to release artists from leaning solely on corporate distributors, on whom they currently rely, to bring a work to the public.\(^\text{192}\) This may even result in greater public access to an
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artist’s work because the artist can dictate what works to distribute, rather than a powerful intermediary making those decisions.\textsuperscript{193}

The choice to disseminate an original creative work lies primarily with the person holding the rights.\textsuperscript{194} In \textit{Leatherman Tool Group, v. Cooper Industries, Inc.},\textsuperscript{195} the Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit stated that even if “public policy favors movement of information into public arenas, this does not create a public right of access to information held by a private person.”\textsuperscript{196} Similarly, the decision to disseminate a creative work as an NFT or restrict it from entering a digital domain lies with the copyright holder. As a societal norm, this determination and the associated profit earned from the work should be for the artist. If copyright protections did not extend to this use, anyone who wishes to capitalize on the NFT gold rush would be able to copy the artist’s work and sell it for a high value. And, the demand for digitally scarce NFTs might result in an infringer foreclosing an artist’s opportunity to make future profit.

III. Solution

This Part illustrates how copyright law should apply to a copyrighted work minted into an NFT, proposes how to enforce such protections, and argues that extending copyright protections to this unique application does not threaten public access to copies of works on the internet.

A. Optimal Level of Protection

It is now more important than ever to identify the extent of copyright protections granted to NFTs. In the digital world where copying and redistribution is effortless and most users “regard unauthorized copying as socially acceptable,”\textsuperscript{197} the rampant infringing acts across the NFT marketplaces is unsurprising.\textsuperscript{198}
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Copyright holders should be protected against unauthorized use of their works for minting and selling NFTs. Maintaining copyright protection over works minted into NFTs may be justified by public policy to support and empower individual artists to directly profit from their works. It may also be justified by the “reality that content creation and distribution thrived when rights were being reinforced to reflect developing digital systems.” In the digital era, where one can make perfect copies at no cost, there are still ways for artists to profit from their works housed on the internet. NFTs stand to offer artists a rare opportunity to directly control the dissemination of their works and verify the originals.

The value of ownership of a digitally scarce item that NFTs offer over the internet would arguably be unavailable if the underlying creative works were not protected. If an artist is unable to prevent others from copying and selling their work as an NFT, the artist will be foreclosed from profiting from the work as an NFT. In this unique circumstance, excluding others from creating an infringing NFT may even incentivize consumers to produce new creative works, further promoting the constitutional purpose of copyright. Applying copyright law to the use of minting a creative work into an NFT will give artists protection from others appropriating their creative works and protects the consumer from purchasing an infringing NFT. Therefore, adapting the existing copyright law framework to this particular use likely enhances public access to creative works.

NFTs and blockchain technology exist in a decentralized system that values community, trust, and authenticity. The marketplaces where users transact seem to share these similar values and hope to attract original artists to sell their works on the various platforms. However, the current NFT market has enabled a flourishing of
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scammers trying to sell artists’ work without their permission. For NFTs to have longevity and shift power away from few large entities to many individual artists, artists need strong incentives. This requires providing an artist with the right to exclude others from minting and selling the artist’s work as an NFT. An artist should also be afforded a certain amount of copyright protections over the work represented in the NFT, allowing them to control what rights, if any, are transferred to a buyer. However, certain rights should still transfer to a buyer upon purchase, so as to prevent unreasonable restrictions by the artist. For example, a buyer should be permitted to publicly display a work and sell or transfer an NFT on a secondary market. This strikes an optimal balance by providing the artists with protections and incentives to recoup the costs of minting their works into NFTs, while also enabling public access to the work.

B. Setting the Rules and Standards

In Lawrence Lessig’s book *Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace*, Lessig argues that in cyberspace, code is the law. Over-the-internet markets can create incentives for people to behave in certain ways, and the decisions programmers make set the rules and barriers by which users must abide. The public is more likely to trust the data recorded on the blockchain when the public is involved in setting and enforcing the standards for a decentralized ledger. Trust in its use and value can only be maintained so far as its reputation is established for providing a means of verifying original ownership, authenticity, and transparency.

Presently, most marketplaces are unable to verify whether a creator is the original rights holder before an NFT is offered for sale.
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To help reduce governmental regulation over marketplaces, the marketplaces could take on more responsibility assisting artists with protecting and enforcing their rights. They may do this by requiring stricter proof of verification before an NFT can be offered for sale in their marketplaces. While this may not help plaintiffs sue potential infringers, it would help identify attempts to sell infringing NFTs upfront.

There may be concern that marketplaces will become powerful gatekeepers, merely shifting control from one powerful entity—such as a major film studio—to another: the NFT marketplace. However, while gatekeeping powers are presently distributed across many different marketplaces, power will likely become concentrated in a small number of marketplaces, particularly those trying to prevent infringing activities and help collectors purchase only authorized works. To maintain an equal power distribution across several marketplaces and promote artists’ independence, the marketplaces should adopt an industry standard to reduce unauthorized copyright from the outset.

**CONCLUSION**

The NFT-created marketplace provides artists with a new, digital means of dissemination and the opportunity to profit off their works. NFTs have the potential to displace some of the existing power and control held by large distributors of copyrighted works, placing more control in the hands of individual artists. To fulfil this utopic goal, promote the wide dissemination of creative works, and incentivize production of new creative works, strong protections must extend to the copyrightable works minted into NFTs. Extending copyright law to this new means of dissemination would mitigate certain challenges in a way that is beneficial to creators. NFT marketplaces have an incentive to implement systems and best practices that assist creators in enforcing copyright protections to maintain the reputation of trust and reliability and thus attract the very creators for whom this decentralized system was built.
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